Radiation symmetry evaluation is critical to the laser driven Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF), which is usually done by solving a view-factor equation model. The model is nonlinear, and the number of equations can be very large when the size of discrete mesh element is very small to achieve a prescribed accuracy, which may lead to an intensive equation solving process. In this paper, an efficient radiation symmetry analysis approach based on sparse representation is presented, in which, 1) the Spherical harmonics, annular Zernike polynomials and Legendre-Fourier polynomials are employed to sparsely represent the radiation flux on the capsule and cylindrical cavity, and the nonlinear energy equilibrium equations are transformed into the equations with sparse coefficients, which means there are many redundant equations, 2) only a few equations are selected to recover such sparse coefficients with Latin hypercube sampling, 3) a Conjugate Gradient Subspace Thresholding Pursuit (CGSTP) algorithm is then given to rapidly obtain such sparse coefficients equation with as few iterations as possible. Finally, the proposed method is validated with two experiment targets for Shenguang II and Shenguang III laser facility in China. The results show that only one tenth of computation time is required to solve one tenth of equations to achieve the radiation flux with comparable accuracy. Further more, the solution is much more efficient as the size of discrete mesh element decreases, in which, only 1.2% computation time is required to obtain the accurate result.
: Scheme of the cylinder-to-sphere model and the energy exchange process for an element this paper, we absorb the advantages of CGIHT algorithm and SP algorithm, and propose a Conjugate Gradient Subspace Thresholding Pursuit (CGSTP) algorithm to largely reduce the TDEBM and efficiently obtain the radiation flux. The core ideas include: leftmargin=8mm,labelsep=4mm (1) The spherical harmonics, annular Zernike polynomials and Legendre-Fourier polynomials are employed to sparsely represent the radiation flux on the capsule and spherical cavity, which enable only a few equations are required to recover the radiation flux with high accuracy, and significantly reduce the radiation computation model. (2) Over the three sets of polynomials domain, such reduced nonlinear equation model with sparse coefficients is formulated to enable compressed sensing algorithms, such as CGIHT, be used to efficiently obtain the radiation flux. (3) Conjugate Gradient Subspace Thresholding Pursuit algorithm is then presented to enable the adjacent search direction be conjugate, which facilitate the convergence of iteration, rapidly obtain the solution, and then efficiently evaluate the radiation symmetry for ICF experiments design. The outline of this paper as follows. Section 2 introduces the nonlinear view-factor based equation model in a cylindrical cavity model. Radiation sparse representation model constructed with three orthogonal bases is described in section 3. Then section 4 gives a description of the proposed reconstruction algorithm, i.e. Conjugate Gradient Subspace Thresholding Pursuit (CGSTP) algorithm. At last, section 6 concludes following experiments validation in section 5.
II. SPARSE REPRESENTATION OF RADIATION FLUX A. Radiation flux computation model based on view-factor
As shown in Figure 1 , eight laser beams are injected into the cylindrical cavity through two entrance holes. By interacting with the high-Z material on the inner wall of the cavity, the laser incident on the cavity is converted into X-ray, the X-ray irradiates evenly and drives the centrally located capsule implosion. With generated discrete mesh elements, the radiation flux on the wall of the cavity and surface of the capsule can be computed by using the view-factor function described in [15] , i.e. the TDEBM. For a discrete mesh element, according to the energy conservation law, the energy received from other elements equals the energy emits to other elements. It can be formulated as:
where N is the total number of mesh elements, E i is the radiation flux comes directly from primary source converted from laser on the i-th mesh element which have a centroid p i and normal n i , can be computed as E i = n i=0 S 0 j F ji ζ j , here, S 0 j is the radiation flux converted directly from laser beams of the j-th element. ζ j is the area of the j-th mesh element with a centroid p j and normal n j . F ji is the view-factor between the j-th mesh element and the i-th mesh element, which can be computed by
and λ i is the albedo of the i-th mesh element, which is relating to the wall material, radiation time t and the emit energy B i , which can be given as
where υ , α and β are the material parameters in which υ = 4.87, α = 8/13, β = 16/13. B i and B j are the radiation flux of the i-th mesh element and the j-th mesh element respectively. Let E = [E 1 , E 2 , · · ·, E n ] T , S = S 0 1 , S 0 2 , · · ·, S 0 N T , F = (F ji ), ζ = [ζ 1 , ζ 2 , · · ·, ζ N ] T , B = [B 1 , B 2 , · · ·, B N ] T , C = υ −β −1 t −αβ −1 , where T indicates the matrix transpose. Let V = (F ji ζ j ) be an intermediate variable, then the matrix form of E i = n i=0 S 0 j F ji ζ j can be written as E = V S and Equation ( 3) can be written in a compact form as
where I denotes an unit matrix. In Equation (4), V and E are known, B is the unique unknown variable. • denote the hadamard power which means for any vector V and constant a, V •a = [V a 1 , V a 2 , · · ·, V a n ] T holds. Since β do not equal one, Equation (4) is nonlinear. Such nonlinear equations can be solved by utilizing some conventional iterative methods such as Newton-Raphson method. However, these methods is time consuming even unusable when the number of the discrete elements reaches 10 7 or more.
B. Compressed Sensing Method
Compressed Sensing (CS) also called Compressed Sampling, is an emerging technique, which has shown that sparse or compressible signal can be reconstructed from far fewer measurements than what is considered by Nyquist theorem [9] . Compressed sensing theory usually consists of sparse representation, measurement matrix, and sparse coefficient reconstruction.
T , which can be expressed as a linear combination of a complete basis Ψ:
If there are K non-zero elements in c, then c is called K-sparse and we say f is sparse in the Ψ domain.
2) Measurement matrix M projections of the signal f constitute a M × N (M N ) matrix Φ called measurement matrix, then the sampling process can be described as:
where A = ΦΨ is known as measurement matrix. It is clear that the process of recovering c from y is an ill-posed problem because M N and seems impossible to solve such underdetermined linear equation. However, if the sparse coefficients c is K-sparse, and Φ satisfy the Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) criterion [21] , then c can be accurately recovering with a high probability from M measurements. The RIP criterion can be expressed as
The restricted isometry constant δ K (0 < δ K < 1) is defined as the smallest constant for which this property holds for all K-sparse vectors c.
3) Sparse coefficients reconstruction algorithm
As can be seen from above, the sparse coefficient vector c can be recovered with high probability from y by solving the following 0 -norm optimization:
where 0 -norm, ||x|| 0 , denote the number of non-zero entries in the argument and ||x|| 2 indicates its Euclidean norm. Some iterative greedy algorithms have been developed to solve such combinatorial optimization problem, such as Iterative hard thresholding (IHT) [17] , Subspace Pursuit (SP) [20] , and a series of algorithms derived from them.
III. SPARSE REPRESENTATION OF THE RADIATION FLUX
In the cylindrical cavity model of ICF, as shown in Figure 2 , the radiation region located in the cavity consists of three parts, i.e., spherical surface of the capsule, the bottom and the top surface and the side surface of the cylindrical cavity. Here, B s , B u and B w are used to represent the radiation flux of theses three parts respectively and the total radiation flux can be expressed as B = B S + B u + B w . Since the X-ray converted from incident laser are uniformly and continuously distributed on the radiation regions, the radiation flux could be represented by linear combinations of some complete orthogonal polynomials. In this section, three orthogonal bases which are constructed by three sets of orthogonal polynomials are used to sparsely represent the radiation flux. can be represented by a linear combinations of the spherical harmonics as follows [15] :
where the subscript n s is a polynomial ordering index starting with n s = 0, c ns is its coefficient and Y (θ s , ϕ s ) is the spherical harmonics which can be represented as
where N k S m S = ((2ms+1)(ms−ks)!)
is the normalization constant and P ks ms (cos θ s ) is the Associated Legendre polynomial. As shown in Figure 2 , let ∆θ s and ∆ϕ s be the minimal angles of subdividing the capsule over the domain Ω(θ s , ϕ s ) = [0, π] × [0, 2π). Equation (10) can be transformed into an approximate form as
where L S is the number of spherical harmonics expansion terms, c s = [c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c L S ] T is coefficient vector and Y is spherical harmonics basis which can be expressed as
where N θs = π ∆θs and N ϕs = 2π ∆ϕs denote the number of elements divided along the longitude and latitude respectively, and N S is the total number of discrete elements on the capsule which can be calculated by N S = N θ × N ϕ . The 3D pictures of the first 16 terms of the spherical harmonics are shown in Figure 3 .
B. Annular Zernike Polynomials
The bottom and the top surface of the cylindrical cavity is annular because it has two laser entrance holes. As described in [22] , Zernike annular polynomials, defined on an annular region, is obtained from the Zernike circle polynomials [22] by using the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process. The Zernike annular polynomials are widely used to mathematically describe wavefront aberrations of optical systems due to it is orthogonal over an annular domain, and it can uniquely describe any 
where r(0 ≤ r ≤ 1) andr(r ≤ r ≤ 1) are the outer and inner semi-diameter of the annular region respectively, ϕ u (0 ≤ ϕ u ≤ 2π) is the circumferential angle, l u ≥ 0, k u ≥ 0 are integers, l u − |k u | ≥ 0 and even, R ku lu (r,r) is the radial components of the polynomials. The orthonormality of the annular Zernike polynomials can be expressed as 
where δ lul u δ kuk u stands for the Kronecker delta, equal to one if l Z = l Z (k Z = k Z ) and to zero otherwise. whenr = 0, the annular polynomials reduce to the Zernike circle polynomials. Let l u = 2j + k u , the radial polynomials expression of the annular Zernike polynomials can be obtained by the recurrence formula: [22] when k u = 0
where P j (·) is the Legendre polynomials. When k u > 0, the radial polynomials are given by the recurrence relationship
where Q ku j (τ ) is a set of orthogonal polynomials obtained by orthogonalizing the sequence 1, τ, · · · , τ j over the interval r 2 , 1 with a weight function τ ku , H ku j are the normalization constants. the recurrence formula of the Q ku j (τ ) and H ku j as follows:
especially, when k u = 0,
.
When k u < 0, the radial polynomials can be obtained by the relationship: 
When
In practice, the outer diameter of the bottom surface is not equal to 1, so we require to map the reality interval [r outer , r inner ] to the interval [r, 1]. Similar to the radiation flux representation on the capsule, the radiation flux B u r
can be expressed by a linear combinations of the annular Zernike polynomials as
where n u is a polynomial ordering index starting with n u = 0, U is the annular Zernike polynomials with matrix form which presented as
where the subscript N r and N ϕu are the number of elements divided along the radial direction and rotation direction respectively. N u is the total number of elements of one of the end face of the cylinder cavity which can be calculated by N u = N r × N ϕu . L u is the number of the Zernike annular polynomials expansion terms which can be obtained by the formula L u = (n u + 2) (n u + 1) /2. The 3D pictures of the first 15 terms of the annular Zernike polynomials are shown in Figure 4 .
C. Legendre Fourier polynomials
Since the side of the cylindrical cavity is a cylindrical surface, it is no doubt that cylindrical coordinates (ρ, ϕ w , z) seem to be the optimal choice for describing B w , where ρ, ϕ w and Z denote radius, azimuth angle and height of the cylindrical coordinate. Obviously, B w is only related to azimuth angle and height and not to radius.
According to the construction principle of multivariable orthogonal polynomials, two sets of one-dimensional polynomials which are defined in the azimuth direction and height direction respectively, can be employed to construct a two-dimensional orthogonal polynomials for describing B w . Since the cylinder surface profile along the azimuthal direction is closed and periodic, a Fourier series is suitable for characterizing the azimuthal coordinate, which can be expressed as 
where k w = 0, ±1, ±2, · · · . In height direction, coordinate z is restricted in the interval [−h, h], where h is half the height of the cylindrical cavity. A nature choice for z coordinate is a Fourier series [24] . Similar to the Associated Legendre polynomials used for spherical harmonics, some one-dimensional-polynomials such as Legendre polynomials and Chebyshev polynomials are suitable for the z coordinate. Since Legendre polynomials are orthogonal across the interval [−1, 1], which are conveniently mapped to the interval [−h, h], here we consider use Legendre polynomials for characterizing the z coordinate. Then a two-dimensional polynomials can be defined as the tensor products of Fourier series and Legendre polynomials in the variables z and ϕ w :
where
n w denotes the ordering index of the LF polynomials starting with n w = 0. An integer n w represents the degree of the LF polynomials which can be calculated as n w = l w + |k w |, where the operator | · | means taking the absolute value. It is clearly that the LF polynomials are separable in the cylindrical coordinates z and ϕ w . B w (z, ϕ w ) can be approximately presented by the LF polynomials as
where c nw is the expansion coefficient of the LF polynomials.W denotes the LF orthogonal basis which can be written as
where the subscript N z and N ϕw are the number of elements divided along the radial direction and rotation direction respectively. N w is the total number of elements of the side surface of the cylindrical cavity which can be calculated by N w = N z × N ϕw . L w is the number of the LT polynomials expansion terms. The top 9 expansion terms of the LT polynomials are given in Table I . The 3D pictures of the first 16 terms of the LF polynomials are shown in Figure 5 .
D. Sparse Representation Model of Radiation Flux
From Subsection 3.1-3.3, the total radiation flux in the cavity can be expressed in the form of sum:
or matrix form:
Equation (29) can be written as a functional form 
which has a unique unknown variable, i.e., sparse coefficient c.
In this section, three sets of orthogonal polynomials are used to represent the radiation flux in a cylindrical cavity, and the radiation energy balance equation is transformed into an equation about the sparse coefficients.
IV. RADIATION FLUX RECONSTRUCTION UNDER COMPRESSIVE SENSING FRAMEWORK

A. Compressed Observation Model of Radiation Flux
Compressed Sensing is usually works on linear system. First-order Taylor expansion around a point approximation is usually applied to linearization in nonlinear CS that is similar to the case in Equation (30). Equation (30) can be expanded at point c * as
where f c is a linear operator such as Jacobian matrix which can be expressed as
where diag(•) denotes a diagonal matrix whose elements on the diagonal are composed of •. Then Equation (32) can be rewritten as:
As the experimental results shown in Table 2 , in the case of smaller grid, the computation is very large for solving viewfactor matrix via Newton-Raphson method. In accordance to the CS theory, a measurement matrix of M × N (M N ) can be used for obtaining linear and non-adaptive measurements from Equation (33), which can be expressed as
The commonly used measurement matrices have stochastic Gaussian matrices, random Bernoulli matrices, partial orthogonal matrices, structured random matrices and cyclic matrices and sparse random matrices [10] . Since the basis Ψ is orthogonal, from which the randomly sampled elements must meet the orthogonal, and also to meet the Restricted Isometry Property (RIP), the sampling points above the elements can be directly selected. This means only needs to calculation the sampling elements composed of measurement matrix. In practical, the measurement matrix is a similar diagonal matrix consisting of the sampling of row index of f c .
Let A = Φf c , y = Φ (f c c − f (c )), Equation (34) can be written as
Since M < N , in general, recovery of c is a combination problem which is known to be NP-hard. Fortunately, under stricter conditions on A (i.e., Restricted Isometry Property), a range of different algorithms can be used to recover c from roughly O(K log(N )) measurements [9] . Based on the results of Section 3, we can roughly estimate the number of samples for capsule, the bottom and the top surface of the cavity and the side of the cavity, respectively. For example, for a model with a total elements number of 9776 (where the the number of elements for capsule, the bottom and top surface of the cavity, and the side of the cavity are 2592, 2016, 2016 and 3152, respectively), the number of samples for capsule is 30 × log(2592) = 102.4, the bottom and top surface have the same samples of 35 × log(2016) = 115.6, and the number of samples on the side of cavity is 100 × log(3152) = 349.9, and the total number of samples can be estimated as 150 + 150 × 2 + 400 = 850. The number of samples in other models is shown in Table III .
B. Algorithms for solving model
Sparse coefficient c can be recovered by optimizing the following sparse constraint problemŝ
some greedy iterative algorithms such as hard thresholding algorithms and orthogonal matching algorithms can be used for solving Equation (36). In this section, we proposed a new iterative greedy algorithm for solving the radiation flux compressed observation model based on two typical CS reconstruction algorithms.
1) Conjugate Gradient Iterative Hard Thresholding Algorithm
Iterative hard thresholding (IHT) algorithm is usually used for CS reconstruction due to its simple operation and low computational complexity, and it's iterative formula as
where H K (•) is a nonlinear operator that sets all but the absolute value of largest K elements of c to zero, µ is the step size and usually taken as a constant in IHT algorithm. The convergence of this algorithm was proven in [dd] under the condition that A 2 < 1, in which case, the IHT algorithm converges to a local minimum. Since step size and the scale of sensing matrix have a great influence on the convergence of IHT [17] , Normalized Iterative Hard Thresholding algorithm (NIHT) was proposed in to improve IHT algorithm [18] . The restriction of the snesing matrix A in NIHT is replaced by a descending iteration factor, which greatly improves the convergence and stability. However, the search direction in NIHT algorithm is gradient direction, it may result slow convergence near the minimum. Conjugate Gradient Iterative Hard Thresholding (CGIHT) algorithm was proposed in [19] , in which, conjugate gradient direction was adopted as the search direction to speed up the convergence. The CGIHT algorithm can be stated as Algorithm 1, in which, ∅ denotes an empty set and d denotes search direction, γ is an orthogonalization weight, the support of c denoted by T n and A Tn indicates a submatrix of A. By allowing the search direction change after each low complexity iteration, CGIHT is able to quickly identify the correct descending direction while using the computational advantages of conjugate gradient method when the support set remains stable.
Algorithm 1 [19] Conjugate Gradient Iterative Hard Thresholding restarted for Compressive Sensing
Input: A, y, K
for each iteration n ≥ 0 do 1) g n = A T (y − Ac n ) (compute the gradient direction) 2) if T n = T n−1 then χ n = 0 else χ n = − Ag nTn ,Ad n−1Tn Ad n−1Tn ,Ad n−1Tn (compute orthogonalization weight) end 3) d n = g n + χ n d n−1 (compute conjugate gradient direction) 4) α n = g nTn , g nTn / A Tn d nTn , A Tn d nTn (compute step size) 5) c n+1 = H K (x n + α n d n ), T n+1 = supp(c n+1 ) until the stopping criteria is met end for
Although the CGIHT algorithm can accelerate convergence, the Jacobian matrix needs updating at each iteration in non-linear problems, which may result in search directions that do not satisfy the conjugate condition, resulting in slower convergence. In the process of solving nonlinear radiation flux calculation model, it is time-consuming to update the Jacobian matrix, and we should to devise means to reduce the number of iterations.
2) Subspace Pursuit Algorithm
Orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm is wildly used for CS reconstruction owing to its simple implementation and lower computational complexity [20] . In each iteration, OMP selects the column of the measurement matrix which is most strongly correlated with the current residuals and adds this column into the set of selected columns, then the residual is updated by projecting the measurement vector y onto the linear subspace spanned by the selected columns. The reconstruction complexity of the standard OMP is roughly O(KM N ) because it always needs s iterations. Unlike the OMP algorithm, at each iteration, subspace pursuit algorithm selected s candidates based on the correlation values between the columns of A and the measurement vector y, and then a back-tracking operation of the candidate set in the previous iteration is implemented. Compared to the OMP algorithm, the computational complexity of the SP algorithm can be further reduced to O(M N log(K)) when the nonzero entries of the sparse signal decays slowly. The SP algorithm can be described as follows. When n ≥ 1 Do
the stopping criteria is met
Output: c n , T n
3) Conjugate Gradient Subspace Thresholding Pursuit Algorithm
Inspired by CGIHT algorithm and SP algorithm, a new greedy iterative algorithm named conjugate gradient subspace thresholding pursuit (CGSTP) is proposed for reconstructing radiation flux. This algorithm is based on SP algorithm, drawing on CGIHT algorithm and using conjugate gradient as the search direction to accelerate convergence. The pseudo-code of CGSTP algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Conjugate Gradient Subspace Thresholding Pursuit (CGSTP)
Input: A, y, K Initialization: c 0 = 0, T −1 = ∅, d −1 = 0, T 0 = supp(H K (A T y)).
for each iteration n ≥ 0 do 1) g n = A T (y − Ac n ) (compute the gradient direction)
2) if T n = T n−1 then χ n = 0 else χ n = − Ag nTn ,Ad n−1Tn Ad n−1Tn ,Ad n−1Tn (compute orthogonalization weight) end 3) d n = g n + χ n d n−1 (compute conjugate gradient direction) 4) µ n = g nTn , g nTn / A Tn d nTn , A Tn d nTn (compute step size)
until the stopping criteria is met end for
The CGHTP algorithm is a simple combination of the CGIHT algorithm and the SP algorithm, and absorbs the advantages of both algorithms. SP algorithm introduces backtracking operation in the iteration process. In each iteration, the support set of the previous iteration is reconsidered, and the new support set is updated by the least square method. For compressible signals, SP algorithm can find the best s atoms in log(K) iteration. However, SP algorithm has strict requirements for RIP conditions.
The CGIHT algorithm optimizes the search direction, and the conjugate direction is used as one of its optimization directions, which has a superlinear convergence rate associated with ( √ κ − 1)/( √ κ + 1) [25] , where κ is the condition number of matrix A. However, it does not make further accurate estimation of the sparse coefficient after updating the support set, and the CGIHT algorithm only shows its advantage in convergence speed when the correlation of the columns in A is very small.
The CGIHT algorithm uses the negative gradient direction and the conjugate gradient direction as the search direction. If the sensing matrix remains unchanged in all steps, only a small number of iterations are needed to converge. In fact, since the incomplete orthogonality between the columns of the sensing matrix, the support set selected in each iteration may be different, and the sub-matrix formed by the columns of A with the support set as the index is different in each iteration, which will lead to the search directions obtained in the previous iteration and the current iteration are not conjugate, thus the superlinear convergence speed of the algorithm can not be ensured. What's more, in the nonlinear problem, because the CGIHT algorithm does not accurately estimate the sparse coefficients in each iteration, the solution process requires more iterations.
The CGSTP algorithm absorbs the advantages of SP algorithm and CGIHT algorithm in support set update strategy and search direction optimization respectively. CGSTP provides two alternative search directions in the iterative process, including the gradient descent direction and the conjugate gradient direction, and adaptively selects the optimal direction according to the criterion of whether the support set is the same in the previous iteration and the current iteration. In theory, if the sensing matrix in all iterations remains unchanged, CGSTP can achieve superlinear convergence rate [25] . However, in solving the non-linear compressed observation model of radiation flux, the Jacobian matrix changes in each iteration, which results in the change of the sensing matrix, and the acceleration effect is not obvious. Fortunately, since CGSTP uses a backtracking operation similar to SP algorithm to accurately estimate the sparse coefficients after each updating of the support set, resulting in a small change in the Jacobian matrix obtained from the previous iteration and the current iteration, which increases the probability that the sensing matrices in different iterations are the same.
C. Overview of radiation flux computation process with CGSTP
According to the above analysis, solving the non-linear radiation energy balance equation in the Compressed Sensing framework can be summarized into three modules, namely, the sparse representation module of radiation flux, the compressive sampling module and the reconstruction module. Figure 6 summarizes the basic contents of each module.
As can be seen from Figure 6 , in the sparse representation module, all the radiation regions of the cylindrical cavity model are first divided into discrete elements according to a given precision, and parameter data such as coordinate values, normal vectors, and spatial angles are obtained. Then, the sparse basis composed of orthogonal polynomials of different expansion orders is calculated according to the elements parameters. The representation error of radiation flux over the sparse basis is analyzed to determine the number of expansion terms of polynomials, and the sparsity of radiation flux in the sparse transformation domain is determined by simulation experiments. Finally, a sparse representation model of radiation energy for a small number of sparse coefficients is constructed.
In the compressive sampling module, firstly, all discrete mesh elements are indexed, and M elements are collected by random uniform sampling method (Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) method used in this paper). Then, the sparse representation model of radiation flux is transformed into a compressed observation model by using the equation corresponding to M sampling indexes, so as to realize the compression and dimensionality reduction of the model. At the same time, the occlusion condition of each element in the cylindrical cavity is analyzed, and the partial view-factor matrix is calculated according to the sampling index.
In the reconstruction module, the linear approximation system is first constructed by using the first-order Taylor expansion at the current iteration point to construct a linear approximation system. Then, the partial Jacobian matrix is calculated according to the sampling index, and the sensing matrix is calculated according to the Jacobian matrix, The minimization problem based on 0 norm is established when the sparsity is known as s. Finally, the above 0 norm minimization problem is solved by CGSTP algorithm.
V. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Experimental model and simulation environment
In this section, two cylindrical cavity models for Shenguang II and Shenguang-III laser devices are used for simulation experiments to verify the performance of the proposed method. The cylindrical cavity model in Shenguang II is shown in Figure 7 . The models of Shenguang-II and Shenguang-III are represented by "S2" and "S3" respectively. All experiments are tested in MATLAB R2015b [26] , running on a Windows 10 machine with Intel I5-7500 CPU 3.4GHz and 8GB RAM.
The elements parameters of the S2 model and the S3 model are shown in Table II , where S2-1, S2-2, S3-1, and S3-2 represent models having different elements sizes and their total elements numbers are respectively 9776, 38952, 20736 and 82944. 
Elements division
Design sparse basis Establish sparse representation model of radition energy 
Solving nonlinear compressed observation model The random uniform sampling method used in this section is the Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) method. The sampling number is estimated according to the formula s log(N ). Taking the S21 model as an example, the sampling numbers of three radiation regions are calculated as 30×log(2592) ≈ 102.4 (take 150), 35×log(2016) = 115.6 (take 150) and 100×log(3152) = 349.8 (take 400). The sampling rates of different models are shown in Table III .
As shown in the Table II and Table III , we can see that (1) the number of discrete mesh elements significantly increases with the decrease of the size of mesh elements, and (2) the sampling rate for Compressed Sensing based approaches gradually decreases as the number of mesh elements increases. The size and number of discrete elements of four simulation models. "H", "C", "∆r" and "∆h" represent the minimum dimensions of the longitude direction of capsule, the latitudinal direction of capsule, the radial direction of cavity, and the axial direction of cavity, respectively. 
B. Sparse representation error analysis of radiation flux
Firstly, we verify the sparsity level of radiation flux B s , B u and B w over three orthogonal bases Y , U and W , respectively. The expansion coefficients of three sets of polynomials and the representation errors (root mean squared error), between the original flux and the recovered radiation flux with n y , n u and n w expansion order are shown in Figure 8 (a) and (b) respectively. The relationship between the sparsity level of the coefficients and the representation error of the radiant energy flow is shown in Figure 9 (a) and the magnitude of the sparse coefficients are presented in 9(b).
As shown in Figure 8 (a) and (b), with the increase of the number of expansion terms of orthogonal polynomials, the representation error decreases gradually. When the expansion terms of Spherical Harmonic polynomials, Annular Zernike polynomials and Legendre-Fourier polynomials reaches 400, 325 and 1225 respectively, the representation errors approach to zero and the curve remains stable. This means that only a small number of expansion terms are needed to accurately represent the complete radiation flux. From Figure 9 (a) we can see that the number of the absolute value of coefficients larger than 10 −3 over three sets of orthogonal bases are s1 ≈ 30, s2 ≈ 35 and s3 ≈ 100 respectively.
Since the top 35 order energy accounts for more than 99.9% of the total energy and the energy of more than 35th order is little. That is the analysis of radiation fluxs harmonic expansion situation under various irradiation conditions. The drive asymmetry must be less than 2% and the calculation accuracy should be setting at least an order for magnitude, equal to 0.1%.
C. Solution results of radiation energy balance equations
The resulting radiation flux on the capsule is computed with TDEBM and then compared with Newton-Raphson (NR), Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient (PCG), IHT, CGIHT and CGSTP on computation time, accuracy, iteration number for different kinds of mesh elements sizes. In all tests, the IHT, cgiht, and cgstp algorithms were run independently 20 times, and the average of 20 results was used as the test result. Then the computation time list for the four calculation models using different algorithms is shown in Table IV and V, and the iteration steps and accuracy of different algorithms are shown in Table VI and Table VII respectively.
As shown in Table IV and Table V , we can see that (1) as the number of non-linear equations exponentially increases, the computation times thus increase sharply for traditional approaches, (2) less computation time is required for compressed sensing based approaches since the computation model is significantly reduced, only almost 8.7%, or 1.1% of equations are utilized to obtain the solution, and (3) since the search direction is optimized and the updating strategy of support set is improved, less time required for CGSTP than that of IHT and CGIHT to obtain the solution. Figure 10 ratio between the CGSTP algorithm and the PCG algorithm for calculating the four models. Figure 11(b) shows the iteration time difference between the CGSTP algorithm and the IHT and CGIHT algorithms. It can be seen from Figure 10 (a) that as the model scale increases, the time acceleration ratio of the CGSTP algorithm relative to the PCG method becomes larger and larger, and the maximum acceleration ratio can reach 80. This is because as the scale of the equation increases, the sampling rate becomes smaller and smaller, and the required calculation amount is less and less than the total calculation amount. Figure  10 (b) shows that the difference between CGSTP and IHT and CGIHT is larger and larger with the increase of model size. This is because the radiation flux tends to be continuous with the increase of the number of discrete mesh elements, which reduces the number of updates of Jacobian matrix. This means that CGSTP has more advantages when the scale is larger. The convergence performance of the above algorithms is shown in Table VI .It can be seen that (1) a small number of iterations is required for the NR, PCG and CGSTP approaches, whereas hundreds of iterations is required for the IHT, CGIHT approaches, (2) Even though less time of iterations are required for the NR and PCG approaches, the computation time for each iteration is much longer than that of IHT, CGIHT and CGSTP algorithms, and (3) as compared with the IHT and CGIHT algorithms, less iterations is required for the CGSTP approach since optimal search direction and step length is applied. Figure  11 shows the relationship between IHT, CGIHT and CGSTP algorithm iteration times and reconstruction error. From Figure  11 , we can see that the error curve of CGSTP algorithm decreases very fast, and it only needs about six iterations to approach zero and keep stable, which means that the CGSTP algorithms has a faster convergence speed than the other algorithms. The accuracy of the different algorithms is listed in Table VII . It can be seen from Table VII that (1) the NR algorithm and the PCG algorithm have the highest accuracy, and the root mean square error (RMSE) is lower than 10 −5 , (2) the accuracy 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The radiation flux distribution symmetry evaluation is very important in ICF experiments, which involve a time consumption process in solving the nonlinear energy equilibrium computation model. In order to accelerate such equation solving process, an efficient radiation computation approach is presented. Firstly, we investigated the distribution characteristics of radiation flux on a cylindrical cavity model and three sets of orthogonal polynomials are employed to accurately and sparsely represent the radiation flux. Then, only a few mesh elements are sampled to formulate the sparse equation model, which enable the nonlinear equation model largely reduced. Finally, a greedy iterative algorithm named CGSTP is presented to efficiently solve the non-linear radiation energy balance equations. Some experimental targets is utilized to validate the efficiency of the presented approach. The result show that the radiation flux can be efficiently obtained in almost 1/80 time of traditional approach. In future, we will continue to explore the sparse representation for recent free-form hohlraums, to enable the present approach be used for more targets design, analysis and optimization.
